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O U R  O R G A N I S A T I O N
Huntington's Victoria (HV) is a not-for-profit organisation that was established in

1973. It is the only specialist service in Victoria that supports and assists people

impacted by Huntington's Disease (HD). We aim to improve the quality of life for all

people touched by HD in Victoria by connecting families to the vital support services

they need.

HV provides access to expert staff that assists in the navigation of the disability

service sector, provides relevant information and connects people with respite and

support services. We also work with Australian and global healthcare professionals,

disability service providers and academics to increase awareness and understanding

of HD, as well as the impact it has on individuals, families and communities.

MISSION

To sustain a high quality of life for people affected by HD, their carers and their

family, while encouraging research towards a cure.

VISION

All people affected by HD live meaningful and hopeful lives as valued members of

the community with equitable and timely access to resources and empowered

choices for care and support of the highest quality. 
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OUR BOARD

Andrew has over 20-years of experience in

management, marketing, telecommunications & IT and

is currently the Managing Director of InnoTel. Andrew

holds a Master of Business Administration and is a

Graduate of the Australian Institute of Company

Directors. Andrew was appointed a member of the

Huntington's Victoria Board on 5 November 20`4.

Andrew is a member of the Finance Committee. 

Andrew Sims, 
President Bronwyn is a member of the Commonwealth's

National People with a Disability and Carer Council;

Victorian Advisory Committee for My Future  My

Choice; Victorian Government COAG YPIRAC initiative;

Member, Victorian Government's NDIS

Implementation Taskforce; Member of the NSW

Government Advisory Committee for the Younger

People in Residential Aged Care (YPIRAC) COAG

initiative; Victorian Government's advisory group to

my future my choice review of service organisations;

Board member of Children and Young People with

Disability Australia since April 2019. Board member of

Better Care Victoria since 2016; and director of Young

People in Nursing Home National Alliance (YPIINH).

Bronwyn was appointed a member of the HV Board

on 16 September 2015.

Faye is a senior executive in human resources

management, holding a Bachelor of Arts degree and

Graduate Diploma in Human Resources

Management and Organisational Development. Faye

is currently employed at Monash Health, and is 

responsible for Human Resources business

partnerships for the Mental Health Program. After

many years in the corporate world, Faye wants to

make a long-term difference in the community and

has a particular interest in raising awareness of

Huntington’s disease. Faye was appointed a member

of the Huntington’s Victoria Board on 10 November

2009.

Marcus Siah
Marcus has over 19 years of experience in Accounting,

Business Services and Taxation. He is currently employed

by Morrows as an Associate in their Tax and Business

Advisory Division and assists clients with the migration of

their accounting systems into the Cloud to gain efficiency

within their business. After many year of assisting his

corporate clients Marcus wants to give back and make a

difference in the community. Marcus was appointed a

member of the HV Board on 16 September 2015. Marcus

is a member of the Finance Committee. 

Bronwyn Morkham

Faye Faulkner 
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OUR TEAM
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Tammy Gardner
CEO

Azena Maur
Information & Support  Team Leader

Victoria Comport
NDIS Program Team Leader

Mikaela Ramagnano
NDIS Claims Officer

Maxine Milton
Support Coordinator

June Ng
Accountant

Lauren Lieberthal
Education and Fundraising Coordinator

Nicola Kolb
Support Coordinator

Ellie Duncum
Events and Community Fundraising

Coordinator

Jodi Pavlovic
NDIS Claims Officer

Jake Rush
Support Coordinator

Serena Hansen
Information and Community

Engagement 

Melissa Geiger
Information and Case manager

Joshua Southern
Information Support

Susan Chadband
NDIS Claims Officer

Jeannie Lee
Administrator



CEO'S  REPORT
Well, we are all living through an interesting time in

history with the ongoing impact of COVID across the

world. As an organisation Huntington’s Victoria has

remained committed throughout this unpredictable

time to continue to meet our commitment to you, our

valued community. Although, it would be remiss of

me not to acknowledge the effect the pandemic has

had on our most resilient community.  During this

time not only had to negotiate the complexities of

Huntington’s disease but in addition the intricacies

of COVID itself. Some of these challenges have

included an increase in mental health issues as a

direct result of periods of isolation, loss of

employment, and financial concerns. 
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The HV team have also faced their own challenges during this time namely, the inability to meet with

our community face to face, missing the in-person contact with our community during our events. As a

team who thrives on working together in the same space the extended time of working from home has

been a struggle. 

I would also like to take this opportunity to acknowledge our community members who have passed

away during this time. Their family and friends, who through, unprecedented times were able to

honour their loved ones' passing with dignity, love and respect. On behalf of the HV team it has been

our privilege to be a part of your loved one’s life and their loss is felt quite deeply. 

With ongoing impacts of COVID 19 throughout this financial year Huntington’s Victoria maintained a

focus on safeguarding our community through the provision of advocacy, essential information and

support. As the COVID Pandemic evolved, HV continues to adapt its existing services to meet the needs

of the community.

As a final note, I want to reassure our community that we are committed to ensure safe practices in our

service provision during these unusual times. I would like to acknowledge our community, the Board

and the Huntington’s Victoria team for their commitment and flexibility that has enabled the continued

support of those individuals and families directly impacted by HD.

Tammy Gardner, CEO



PRESIDENT'S  REPORT

Bronwyn Morkham, President

IIt has been my privilege to serve the Huntington’s Victoria

community as President and Chair of the Board. Throughout these

unprecedented times the Board has focused on upholding sound

governance and effective financial oversight. The Board is aware of

the impact of the pandemic on our community and our team and

has directed supports accordingly to ensure the health and safety

of all.

The Board continues to enjoy a robust, vibrant relationship between

governance and operational levels within the organisation. Despite

the impacts of COVID 19, the Board and the HV team remains

committed to the implementation of objectives outlined in the

organisational strategic plan to ensure the sustainability of your

organisation.

My thanks to the Board, our CEO Tammy and her team, our

volunteers, partners and the wider community whose support has

been most appreciated. We look forward to hopefully seeing you all

in person in the near future.
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Telephone                             50%

Email                                      36%

Webchat/Website                 12%

Social Media                            1%

Face to face                              1%

INFORMATION SERVICE

How service users found out about HV

Methods of Contact:

provision of strategies and information  to maintain

health and wellbeing during the pandemic via our

website and social media pages

training of staffing group to be able to provide emotional

support and psychological first aid to the community

The Huntington's Victoria Information Service remains the

primary access point for the community. This service aims to

empower  and build capacity of our clients and their families

through access to reliable information and supports to

improve their understanding of the disease and services

available to them.

 

The number of people contacting the information service has

steadily increased particularly during the COVID Pandemic

given the complexity of HD and the added challenges caused

by the pandemic.  In order to address the impact of the

pandemic on the HD community, HV has implemented the

following through this service: 

HV’s information service has a number of entry points to

ensure availability regardless of location and demographic of

the individual seeking information and support.   The entry

pathways for the Information Service for the 2020-2021

Financial year are illustrated below:

Did not

Identify, 59%

Website, 18%

Previous 

service user,

11%

Professionals,

6%

Family

Members, 5%

Social 

Media, 1%

Top reasons for contacting 

Information Service

Genetic testing information
and referral
General emotional support 
Symptom management and
referral to HD clinics
Linkage to other HV services
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Huntington's Victoria underwent a complete overhaul of the website

in late 2020, allowing us to have complete control of the look and

functionality of our website. Throughout the year of 2021 we were

able to keep the community updated with the latest news, and

ensured that the information on our website was accessible as it

could be. There has been a remarkable increase in website views

since the launch of the new website as seen in the graph below.
 

 

 

 

 

 

ACCESS TO THE HV WEBSITE 

Social media continues to play a key role in connecting the HD

community and HV through awareness raising and

communication of important information to anyone around

the world. Social media allows HV to promote health, provide

updates on research trials and invite the community to

participate in community and fundraising events. We also love

seeing the interaction and messages from the community via

social media, whether it’s providing us with helpful ideas,

giving us feedback or just wanting to chat about upcoming

events and projects. 
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Communication and input from our

community is vitally important at HV and

we encourage connection through social

media to continue, as HV endevours to

provide the community with the most up

to date information. As shown in the

graphs below, popular age group sits

within the 25-34 year old demographic,

with more women following and

engaging with HV socials by 76.5%.

ACCESS TO SOCIAL MEDIA
73,003

people reached through Facebook

May,
October &
November

MOST ACTIVE MONTHS IN 2020-21

46,953
total page views in 2020-21

The introduction of Webchat through the website in this financial year

was also greatly accepted by the community as evident in the graph

below.

 

 



HD Clinics & medical services
55%

Family/Friends
20%

Local Community Service 
15%

Accommodation Provider
5%

Genetic Services
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CASE MANAGEMENT 
AND PRE-PLANNING
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Sources of referral

Completion of the NDIS Access Request Form

Obtaining supporting documents from HD Specialists

and other medical professionals

Assisting client to identify what is important in their life,

the supports they currently receive and the additional

support they require.

Completion of a Pre-planning document in

preparation to the NDIS meeting

Advocacy and support during the meeting with NDIS.

Our Case Management and Pre-planning Program

continues to provide support for those individuals who are

not eligible and/or are yet to be approved for support and

services through the NDIS. This program provides support

for individuals to maintain their independence and to

regain control over their lives through financial security,

accommodation stability, disease and symptom

management, social and emotional wellbeing. 

The COVID Pandemic has had an impact on access to

these services namely the inability to perform intake and 

 home assessments face to face due to government

restrictions. The Case Management and Pre-planning

Program supported a number of vulnerable clients during

this financial year. Sixty five percent (65%) of these clients

received Pre-planning support for NDIS and have since

been made eligible and approved for NDIS funding. The

pre-planning support offered through this service included

but not limited to:

Reason for referral

65%
received assistance with pre-
planning support to receive NDIS
package

O V E R V I E W  O F  O U R  R E F E R R A L S
of the referrals received from the HD
Specialist clinics55%



Huntington’s Victoria is committed to extending its reach to ensure all community members and external

service providers have access to the information they require in a timely manner to meet the needs of the

HD community. In response the the team is currently working on the the development and implementation

of an online Huntington’s disease Awareness, Education and Training (HD-AET) hub. This hub will enable  

 keystakeholders to have access to information support in their own time in order to be proactive to the HD

community. The HD-AET will be web-based and will provide accessible HD awareness information in

different formats including downloadable reading materials, educational videos and interactive webinar

and training modules. HV will launch this project in stages in association with HCC forum that will enable 

 an increased number of persons accessibility regardless of location. Through the accessibility of education

and training materials, HV aims to empower our community by helping them to increase their

understanding of the disease and services available to them, with the ultimate goal of capacity building

and improving quality of life.

With the development of the HD-AET the team have utilsed the opportunity to partner with specialist like

orgnastions to co-develop educational webinars and materials essential to our respective communities.  

 our HD-AET program. We look forward to providing update  in this program's development in the next

financial year. 
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EDUCATION PROGRAM

All SESSIONS WERE
DELIVERED VIRTUALLY

Both presenters are 
good communicators and well

experienced

Excellent presentation.
Very practical and

relevant 
to our practice

What our audience thinks of the

Education Sessions

In this financial year, the Education Program focused on service improvement activities to

further develop the program following a Program review and analysis completed in the last

financial year. HV has identified through the earlier program review the need for standardised

evidence-based Huntington’s disease awareness, education and training program in

Australia that can deliver relevant and purposeful information irrespective of a person’s

geographical location. 



Huntington's Victoria's (HV) Support Coordination program has continued to develop over the

2020/2021 financial year. HV has been a registered service provider for Support Coordination and Plan

Management with the National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS) since its pilot in 2013.

What is Support Coordination at HV?
HV is the only specialist HD Support Coordination service in Victoria. We utilise our in-depth knowledge

of HD and our experience of working with the NDIS over the past 7 years to assist Support Coordination

clients with understanding the NDIS, their individual plans and how best to tailor services to meet their

changing needs. Our Support Coordination team enjoy working collaboratively with our clients, their

family members and key supports in the community, as well as service providers engaged through

their NDIS plans to achieve their goals and assist with improving their quality of life. 
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NATIONAL DISABILITY
INSURANCE SCHEME (NDIS)

Over the past year our support coordinators

have had to overcome a number of

challenges given the ongoing corona-virus

pandemic. The team continued to work from

home over 2020/2021 year, utilising video-

conferencing technology, as well as phone

calls and emails to remain in touch with our

support coordination clients, but have all

expressed how much they have missed

being able to visit all of our clients in person. 

In addition to working from home, there

have been a number of staffing changes in

the Support Coordination team. The team

have worked hard to ensure continuity of

support for all the support coordination

clients and we have also needed to improve

and adapt our process and learning to a

remote-online environment. 

 

The changing environment in which we have

been working has allows us as a team the

opportunity to reflect upon our processes

and systems and look at ways of improving

and adapting our service. 



What is Planned Management at HV?
 

The HV Plan Management program continues to provide a service that relieves stress for our HV

support coordination clients with NDIS funding. Plan Management is responsible for maintaining

NDIS budgets, ensuring the funds are spent appropriately and creating a streamlined process for

payment between HV and providers. This ensures that our clients can receive necessary products

and services without the stress of paying invoices and budget tracking. All spending is overseen by

our Plan Management team and work in conjunction with the Support Coordination team to ensure

all NDIS plan funds are spent efficiently. As our support coordination client list continues to grow, our

Plan Management team is ensuring that our staffing resources are sufficient to oversee the growing

client list. The HV Plan Management team is committed to providing the best quality service and as

such we are reviewing our ICT, software and processes, to ensure that all standards and

expectations are met and exceeded to support our clients
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COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT 

Design of marketing collaterals for HV events

Participation in Events and Community Committees

Project research and scoping

Provision of guidance, ideas and feedback

VOLUNTEERS

Our Volunteer Program has continued to draw interest not just

from members of the HD community but also from the general

community. This financial year, we have been lucky enough to

have 3 new volunteers join our program to help with the research

and development of essential projects and programs for the HD

community. Some of the projects and activities participated in by

our valuable volunteers in the 2020-21 Financial year include:

Due to COVID, most of this volunteering activities were done

remotely. This however did not prevent our wonderful volunteers

from delivering great outcomes through the projects/programs

they’re involved in.  

The HV Community engagement program provides a safe space that empowers them through the

provision of opportunities for social connection to build confidence to advocate on their own behalf.

Avenues for participation include: volunteering, participation on HV committees, providing feedback

and participation in HV projects, providing invaluable input into improving HV programs and services. 

PEER TO PEER PROJECT
In early 2020. we provided update on the success of Huntington's Victoria receiving a

grant funding through the NDIS Individual Capacity Building Program. Through this grant,

HV in partnership with Monash has completed a rapid evidence review and gap analysis

recommending the implementation of an online peer support forum to empower

maximum engagement of the HD community. 

This financial year, our team at HV with the help of our partners and community

committee have dedicated a lot work and time planning and developing the Huntington's

Community Connect (HCC) online forum. It is hoped that the forum will provide a safe

space for members of the Huntington’s community to support each other and share their

knowledge and experiences on HD. We look forward to launching this forum in early

2022. 

HCC Logo and the HCC
committee members with

HV team members



FUNDRAISING

DONATIONS

WORKPLACE

GIVING

MAJOR GIFTS

COMMUNITY
FUNDRAISING
AND EVENTS

49%

25%

.5%

25.5%

We would like to take this opportunity to express HV's appreciation to all our supporters who devoted

their invaluable time and effort to raise much needed funds to support the Huntington’s community in

the 2020/21 financial year despite the challenges of the COVID Pandemic. Fundraising has been vital

to sustain the work of HV. Our services has continued  to grow and we wouldn't have done this without

the ongoing support of our community, fundraisers and donors. 

Hats off to the following dedicated community fundraisers   who managed to run their events and raise

funds for HV in between lockdowns!

Maurie Brown's annual fundraiser with
his residents committee was
unfortunately cancelled due to COVID
however the committee still gave a
generous donation to HV.  

Community member Chloe organised a fun night for

friends and family at a Racing Club in her town of Kilmore.

It was a fantastic event, with live music, an auction and

raffles, and with the support of both local and big

businesses by providing the venue, auctioneers, food and

the auction & raffle prizes. They had t-shirts printed and

information packs provided to everyone to help raise

awareness about HD. Chloe's fundraising event was also

featured in the local North Central Review newspaper

raising awareness of the disease in the local community.

The Hunters once again managed to
do their annual bike ride from Murray
to Moyne and raised over $25,656. 

15
HELD TO RAISE FUNDS FOR

HV

F A C E B O O K  B I R T H D A Y
F U N D R A I S E R
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A YEAR IN REVIEW

OCTOBER 2020 - LIGHT IT UP

We kicked off our 2020 – 2021 events with

Light It Up in October. Due to the pandemic

we decided to move Light It Up 4 HD from

HD Awareness Month in May to October.

This was in the hope we would be able to

gather as a community around the lights

of Melbourne and regional Victoria.

Unfortunately, Victoria was still in

lockdown so we were unable to gather

together, however it was brilliant to see the

city lit up in blue from afar.

For the first time ever we took the HV

Community Conference online! Due

to the pandemic we were unable to

hold our conference in person, but

this wasn’t going to stop us coming

together as a community. The

conference was held on Zoom across

two days - December 5th and 6th

and featured 17 community speakers,

5 professionals and 15 researchers.

We covered topics like testing,

growing up in a HD family, NDIS,

making a difference as a HD

community member. 

Melbourne Town Hall

The HV team getting ready for the

Community Conference online!
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Crown towers

DEC 2020 - COMMUNITY

CONFERENCE

Wodonga Water Tower



Go Blue on May 22 was held for its third year

running, getting bigger and better. As usual our

community members and professionals

dressed up blue for the day and shared their

pictures on social media to help spread

awareness of Huntington’s Disease. HV staff

were also lucky enough to attend a Go Blue

party at Uniting Neurological Support Services

(UNSS) where a number of our community

members reside. Residents and staff dressed

up in blue for the party. For the wider

community HV shared the stories of

international community members from

Canada and Scotland about their experience of

HD and how they have been able to take a

positive experience our of HD and the

community.  

A YEAR IN REVIEW

As always, our final week of HD

Awareness Month was

dedicated to In Memory. We

commemorated the loved ones

we have lost as a community

with our honour roll video

released on social media and

our website. Due to a snap

Melbourne lockdown our first In

Memory service was postponed

until early July.  
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As May 2021 came around and we were finally out of

lockdowns and able to celebrate together as a

community! We kicked off HD Awareness Month with

Light It Up. The Old Treasury building, Bendigo

conservatory and sites in Shepperton and

Warnambool joined Light It Up 4 HD for the first time

(along with our usual CBD and Regional sites). 

 

We then hosted Move 4

HD, a dance fitness event

led by local OPAsize and

ZUMBA instructors, who

were incredibly generous

by donating their time. It

was the first chance for

the community to see

each other in person

since March 2020 and let

loose! 

MAY 2021 - HD AWARENESS

MONTH

Some HD researchers

celebrating Go Blue Go Blue at Calvary

Our Move 4 HD instructors

After each presentation we had a LIVE Q and

A with the speakers answering questions from

the HD community. On Day our CEO Tammy

Gardener and Natasha Layton facilitated a live

Research session seeking community

feedback on what the gaps were in supports

available to the community. This was part of

the ILC grant HV are currently working on.

Thank you to all of the speakers who shared

their stories and the community who

attended. 

Screenshot from out very first HV Conference

DEC 2020 - COMMUNITY

CONFERENCE
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Huntington’s Victoria would like to formally acknowledge the the generosity of

individuals, groups, and organisations that have tirelessly supported our organisation

in its efforts to raise awareness and funds to uphold our mission and vision. 

Special thanks to the following individuals and organisations who have devoted

significant time and passion to the Huntington’s community and/or through in-kind

and monetary donations in 2020-2021

OUR DONORS AND
SUPPORTERS 

Felix Sher

Nicole Ilagan

Jana Angelopoulos

Emma Cayley

Jacqui Xuereb

Sally Wilson

Robert Pask

Peter Ankravs

Emma Sutton

Jamie Tozer

Elisha Graham

Jess Kaplonyi

Tiffany Barker

Katie Elston

Madi Bennett

Bec Donnelly

Keith Donnelly

Tash Payne

Hayden Payne

Kylie Hales

JoAnne Bevilaqua

Nick Walsh

Libby Hewitt

Erin Goodsell

Professor Russel Snell

Professor Ed Wild

Assistant Professor Jeff Carol

Dr. Paul Zuen

Val Payne

Sue Gambin

Barry McKaskill

Jacob and Lauren Philpot

Maurie Browne

Cat Martin

Alan Blackwood

Dora

Dalia

Zumba Instructors

Clhloe Vines

The Hunters

Julie and Garry Hopping

Jean Williamsom

Kim O'Loughlin

Renee Stansbury

Monica Gorgievs

Australian Philanthropic Services Foundation

Trishani P/L - Marcus Thomas Family

Beverly Knight

Selandra Rise Retirement Village

Melissa Saligari

Wesley Neurological Support Services

Royal Melbourne Hospital - Neuropsych Clinic

Calvary Healthcare Bethlehem Hospital

Huntington's Research Group of Victoria (HRGV)

Monash University

Florey Institute

our website and anonymous donors

our Facebook fundraisers
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